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Heartiest of welcomes that
reduced U.S. athlete to tears
An exchange between
an athlete from the United
States and a Chinese volunteer at the Winter Olympics
opening ceremony on Feb 4
has touched the public, with
many internet users hailing
it as a beautiful display of the
Olympic spirit.
On Feb 5, snowboarder
Tessa Maud uploaded a video
on TikTok documenting her
entry into the National Stadium in Beijing with the U.S.
team at the opening ceremony. In the video she captured
a volunteer in a pink shirt
waving his hands at her excitedly and shouting “Welcome
to China”.
In another video she said
she “kept watching the opening ceremony video over and
over again and was just crying because it was the cutest
thing ever”.
“That guy who said
‘Welcome to China’ literally makes me tear up every
time,” Maud said in the video.
“They are so nice. All the
volunteers are so sweet and
kind. They are so happy that
we’re here. We feel so welcomed.”
Her videos were watched
by hundreds of thousands,
and many left comments
saying they were touched by
the warmth and friendliness
of the volunteers.
“Those volunteers were on
their feet jumping around for
a couple of hours and still had
so much energy,” one user
said.
Another said, “This is the
kind of Olympics we are supposed to have, just people
with Olympic spirit celebrating together.”
The videos also circulated

United States curlers Victoria Persinger (left) and Christopher Plys in the mixed doubles curling competition of the
Beijing Winter Olympics at the National Aquatics Center on Feb 5. LIU XU / XINHUA

Friendship the real
winner at Games
C

hina and the United
States have found plenty in common on the
ice at the Winter Olympics in
Beijing, especially their love of
curling, commemorative pins
and dumplings.
With the curling mixed
doubles competition in full
swing, the interaction between
the Chinese pair and their
U.S. opponents following their
round-robin encounter on
Feb 5 stole the show at the
National Aquatics Center,
which was transformed into a
venue for curling for
the Winter Olympics.
Despite losing their third
straight match, 7-5, to their
U.S. opponents, Ling Zhi and
Fan Suyuan of China played
the perfect hosts as they presented two sets of the Games’
commemorative pins as gifts
to their rivals during postgame handshakes.
The gesture was warmly
received by the U.S. pair, Victoria Persinger and Christopher
Plys. In return, they gave pins
to Ling and Fan in the dressing
room after the matches.
“We haven’t received anything like this (before), so the
fact that they gifted us while
we’re in their country is super
kind, and I’m sure that these
Games are really fun for them,”
Persinger said. “It will just be
something great that we can
hang onto to remember this
event in the future.”
Plys, 34, who made his Olympic debut at the Winter Games
in Vancouver in 2010, said he
will keep the pins on his desk
for a long time.
Despite being disappointed
with their third straight loss,
Ling and Fan insisted they
always strive to be respectful

Fan Suyuan (second left) and Ling Zhi of China are flanked by Plys and
Persinger as the U.S. pair shows off the commemorative pins the Chinese
gave them. FENG YONGBIN / CHINA DAILY

“I’ve never felt …
any animosity (from
Chinese curlers)
toward us or our
country ... It’s fun
to experience each
other’s cultures a
bit and show them
it’s all love.”
CHRISTOPHER PLYS

and friendly when the heat of
battle has cooled.
“It’s a tradition of curling,”
said Ling, of Harbin, Heilongjiang province. “Athletes being
friendly to each other is what
makes the Olympics special.
“Christopher told me he likes
Harbin, and I look forward to
him coming to my hometown
when the pandemic is over.”
With the Games opening
during the Spring Festival
holiday, athletes from around
the world took to social media

to talk of the cultural activities
they had experienced inside
the Olympic Village.
Persinger and Plys talked of
the canteen cuisine served in
the village.
“Hotpot, dumplings, beef
cabbage and chili-oil sauce
... we tried a lot of food. I love
dumplings. They are so good,”
said Plys, who first visited
China in 2016 to compete at a
tournament in Harbin.
Plys, who learned about Beijing from his English-teacher
friends who worked in the
capital, urged athletes to focus
on sports during the Olympics
rather than on anything to do
with geopolitics.
“I’ve never felt … any animosity (from Chinese curlers)
toward us or our country,
and we try to show them the
same respect. At the end of
the day, man, we all bleed the
same blood and play the same
game.
“It’s fun to experience each
other’s cultures a bit and show
them it’s all love.”

AI also provided more technical support for the Winter
Olympics. AI-powered robots
cleaned and disinfected
venues, AI sign language
presenters allowed the hearing impaired to enjoy the
excitement of the Games, and
robotic chefs cooked a wide
variety of meals.
High-tech cabins at the

Beijing media center also
gave journalists the chance
to catch up on sleep. The 20
cabins were developed by
Keeson Technology Corp.,
and with a simple scan of
their phone media representatives could use them
for power naps for up to an
hour.
The spacious cabins were
equipped with the same type
of beds provided for the ath-

—ZHANG YANGFEI

What they say
Jenny
Wiedeke,
head of media,
International
Ski Federation
“The
moment you
drive up (to the Yanqing
National Alpine Skiing
Center), you can see the
amazing complex here...
You can see everything
that was built greatly and
how beautiful everything
is. It is very precise. It’s
been just fantastic so far.”
Mathilde
Gremaud,
freestyle
skier,
Switzerland
“I really like the setup.
It’s really cool. It’s so nice
to be here. It’s like a city
Big Air but really, really
nice compared to other
scaffolding jumps that we

have in World Cups. It’s a
really cool venue, and the
jump is really nice. The
snow is pretty hard, but it’s
still OK because the landing is steep and everything
is so well set up.”
Amelia
Josephine
Hurt,
women’s
alpine skier,
United States
“I really like the snow
here. I think it’s awesome.
Coming into it, I think we
were a little bit concerned.
We were like: ‘Oh, it’s never
snowed here before, or it
doesn’t snow here often.
It’s all man-made snow’.
But it’s great. The snow
surface is perfect, really.
There were probably 12
of us training like six runs,
and there wasn’t a dent
in the track.”

— SUN XIAOCHEN

Olympics: Robots given a starring role
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widely on Chinese social
media and caught the attention of the volunteer involved,
Sun Zeyu, an undergraduate
student at Tsinghua University. After watching the video,
he wrote to Maud, saying he
was “really touched” that she
remembered him and the
welcome.
He also thanked her for
recording the most unforgettable moment of his life
and invited her to visit China
again when the pandemic is
over.
“I can be your tour guide
and say ‘Welcome to China’
to you again without a face
mask.”
On Feb 6 Maud, after reading Sun’s message, put out
another video saying she was
“so beyond thankful” for Sun
and other new friends who
have been so loving and welcoming.
Sun said he had received
many messages of love and
support.
During the ceremony,
Maud was filming with her
smartphone and kept shouting ni hao, Mandarin for hello,
to volunteers, so Sun thought
he should say something
back in English.
“When I watched Tessa’s
video and saw myself in it, I
was really excited for quite a
while,” Sun said. “The most
memorable moment of my
life was being captured by her
camera. I felt really touched,
too.”
He had obtained Maud’s
personal email address, which
was even more special to him
than adding someone as an
instant messaging contact,
he said.

letes. Users could adjust the
position of beds, which had
a massage setting, by using
a remote control or their
phone.
The United States luge athlete Summer Britcher said on
a social media platform that
the beds’ “zero gravity” mode
could produce the “phenomenal” feeling of being in outer
space.
A reliable system for broad-

casting Olympic events was
also pivotal to ensuring that
more people could enjoy the
top-level competition, given
that many spectators, especially foreigners, were unable
to attend the Games because
of the pandemic.
Dong Quanwu, director
of the research and development department at Beijing
International Cloud Broadcasting Technology Co.,
said many tasks could be
accomplished much more
easily by using 5G and cloud
technologies.

A powerful, cloud-based
rebroadcasting system meant
much of the editing work
could be done remotely by
people in other locations, for
example, without the need
for a broadcasting vehicle
or numerous workers at the
scene.
Zhang Xiaoyang, a technical
manager for the organizing
committee, said the pandemic had posed many challenges
for the Games, but also produced new opportunities to
develop technologies.
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